
                                                     

Full Size Covered screen protector for iPhone 6/6+ 

Little Tips When Using Cases 

 

 

As everybody knows iPhone 6/6+ were designed with curved edge screen and looks very beautiful, 

but how to protect it is a hard problem for every screen protector manufactory. Today, here we invent 

a full size covered screen protector for the special designed phones, let’s explain what feathers it has: 

 

 Unique Structure 

· Plastic ring around protector to fill the gap between glass edges and screen edges and lead out 

the pressure for protecting weak glass edge. 

· Nontoxic & harmless; ROHS, REACH comply. 

· 0.4mm tempered glass, the best thickness for full size protection. 

· Self-absorbed & bubble elimination. 

                

 

 Full size covered for every edge: 

· Good performance raw material selection (glass adhesive) 

· Anti-dust. Small dust on screen can be absorbed invisible in case screens not clean enough 

before installation. 

· Anti-Scratch 

· Anti-shatter. To prevent device & safety of person. 

· High clear, transparency >96% 

· Special manufacturing process to ensure layers dimension 100% match. 

 



                                                     

           

            

 

 

 3D curved edge makes you feel smoothly 

· Real 2.5D (0.6mm) perfect matching with screen, achieve the effect of being a part of device. 

· Anti-fingerprint. Oil, water. AF effect can last 8 months above. 

· Touch sensitivity. 

 

  

 

 



                                                     
 Complete protection for home button 

· Round closed home button hole, 100% protection. 

· No affection for button sensitive.   

 

   

 

· Other brands --- Opened home button area. 

· The structure create gap between screen and protector edge, cause higher broken risk. 

  

 

 Applicators for easy one-touch installation 

· Easy fast installation with specified applicator. 

· Exclusive patent by Benyo---PAVOSCREEN, the only one all over China. 

 

  
 

If you have interesting on our full size covered screen protector please contact us 

anytime: 

 

Email: foreign.one@benyo.net    Jimmy Ding 

      foreign.two@benyo.net     Ivy Liu 

      foreign.three@benyo.net    Cathy Chen 
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Little Tips When Using Cases 

 

After many times test, we found some types case of iPhone 6 and 6 Plus cannot be used in the same 

time with our 3D full-size covered screen protector for iPhone 6 and 6 Plus because of the unique 

advanced structure, below are some pictures for example to explain the reason in detailed: 

 

Tested case have3types, we call them No.1, No. 2 and No. 3, see below pictures. 

 

 Case type No. 1: Plastic mixed case, test result OK. 

 Case type No. 2: Leather & Plastic mixed case, test result OK. 

· Case edge just close to protector edge, but not touch each other, so it won’t push protector and 

create air bubble. 

            

            

 

 

 



                                                     
 

 

 Case Type No. 3: Apple original leather case, test result not OK! 

· Case edge goes up too much so that hit the edges of screen protector in particular on the 

corner, then squeeze the protector and air bubble comes. 

 

      

 

In consideration of above explanation, here we reminding that user should choice 

back case carefully when our full-size covered screen protector already applied on 

your iPhone 6 or 6 Plus. Thanks! 

 

There is a particular case: during our testing with several iPhone 6 and 6 Plus 

mobile, we found the edge curve rate is bigger than others on one black iPhone 6 

Plus, it cause our screen protector cannot fit with mobile screen 100%, the air 

bubble also will comes and higher edge broken risk, following have two pictures 

for explanation: 

  

 

 

 



                                                     
 

 

Until now we found it only happened on one black iPhone 6 Plus mobile. As our 

experience, the reason is that there are different suppliers to do the touch screen 

for Apple Company. Within the range of acceptable tolerances, they did different 

touch screen, especially the curved rate. But it is a very low probability. If bubble 

comes on your iPhone mobile when applied our full size covered screen protector, 

and bubble still exit in the similar position after tried several pieces, we have to 

say that your iPhone mobile belongs to above situation.  

 


